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We create life-changing experiences, 
build strength and confidence and help 
develop tools necessary for life and 
recovery for seriously ill children and 
their families. Our camps are entirely 
cost free. We believe that the sun 
always shines behind the clouds.
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Erna Kindli
CEO

At Bátor Tábor, we value interpersonal relationships, eye contact, long conversations, playing and 
laughing. We believe that this is more important than ever in our increasingly digital and stressful 
world.

Community and positive attitude gives strength to children fighting serious and chronic diseases, as 
well as, to their families. During their time at camp, our campers find their voice again, regain their 
self-confidence and faith. One of our young campers said it perfectly: “For me, Bátor Tábor is rebirth. 
Here, we learn again, how to be happy and brave, we become confident again and are reminded that 
we are worth as much as healthy people.”

The impact of Bátor Tábor goes even further, our volunteers find new perspectives here and are 
enriched by an experience of a lifetime. They step out of their comfort zone, leave behind the hectic 
world for a week and discover the uplifting joy of giving.

For 17 years, we have believed in the healing power of interpersonal relationships and laughter.

We are grateful to all of our past and present supporters, together with whom, we are able to carry 
on this tradition in an ever changing world.

We change lives!
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Who are we?

6 TYPES OF PROGRAMS MARCH - NOVEMBER

 
AGES

7–18 

1
WEEK

4x
/YEAR

Children with 
serious illnesses

Children with cancerous 
diseases from Poland, Slovakia, 
and the Czech Republic

4 
DAYS

Families in which 
the child with a serious 
illness is under 7

 
FAMILIES

4 
DAYS

Children with serious 
illness and their 
brothers and sisters

4 
DAYS

Families who lost a child 
due to a serious illness 
including prenatal loss

SeriousFun Children’s Network is 
a global camp association with 
30 members; Bátor Tábor is the 
only one in Central Europe.

Bátor Tábor organises therapeutic
recreation camps for seriously ill children and
their families, as well as, for families who have

lost their children due to a severe illness.

We independently operate our campsite 
in Hatvan, Hungary. The campsite can 
hostand accommodate 168 persons 

per session.

Our Hospital Representatives recruit our 
campers from 47 Hungarian and 13 foreign 

hospitals and are prepared with regard 
             to camper criteria.

We ensure overall health
safety in the camp.

All of our
programmes

are free.

The main point of the
camps is to let children

face different challenges,
and to provide them
with opportunity for 

success and reinforcement.

1 SUMMER CAMPS 2 INTERNATIONAL SUMMER CAMPS 3 FAMILY CAMPS 4 SIBLINGS CAMPS 5 BEREAVEMENT CAMPS

HATVAN

In addition to Hungary, children 
come to us from three countries, 

Czech Republic, Poland and Slovakia. 
We are a regional centre.

FAMILIES
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Activities: 
horseback riding rowing archery high ropes course arts and crafts magic woods photography music

WARSAW
 We host nearly 1000 campers – 

seriously ill children and their family 
members – each year.

We successfully launched our 
GO! program that aims to provide 
therapeutic recreation to children 

confined in a hospital.

THOSE WHO 
ARE UNABLE 
TO ATTEND 
CAMP

Children confined to 
hospital beds and their 
family members

FROM 
2 HOURS TO 
HALF A DAY

50x

6 GO! PROGRAMME

  Our GO! programme 
reaches 2 hospitals in Warsaw 

and 1 in Bratislava.

logichallenge teambuilding

BRATISLAVA

1
WEEK

2x
/YEAR

4x
/YEAR

4x
/YEAR

3x
/YEAR

 
AGES

7–18 

 
AGES

7–18 



Values 

CAMPERS
Their physical and emotional 
well-being is our top priority.
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3 TRANSPARENCY
We work at the highest level 
of transparency.

TRUST
We are grateful for your trust in us 
and do not take it for granted.4

GIVING
Helping others 
feels good!5

6
PROFESSIONALISM
We operate with the utmost integrity 
and professionalism.7

DEVELOPMENT
We are open to new ideas and consciously 
seek innovative solutions.8

TRANSFORMATION
We believe that what we do in camp will bring about 
positive changes beyond the gates of Bátor Tábor.10

Bátor Tábor is the only member of
the SeriousFun Children’s Network in
Central Europe. The Network includes
16 camps and 15 Global Partnership
Programs (GPP) worldwide. The first
camp was founded by the world 
famous actor, Paul Newman, in 1988.
The Network has provided help to
over 864 thousand children and their
families since its inception.

We change 
lives!

79% became more open to new things
77% experienced improved self-confidence
76% experienced improving independence
72% developed better social skills

6

BETTER TOGETHER
We believe in teamwork and 
the power of community.

LONG TERM GOALS
Sustainability and independence are fundamental to our organisation, 
both in decision making and in the use of our resources.
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“At the camp, I learned
that, no matter what kind 
of illness I have,
nothing is impossible.”

“Bátor Tábor taught 
me to be self confident
and to trust others; it 
encouraged me to try 
new things.”

“Bátor Tábor is like 
freedom, it means
overcoming our limits.”

6

The long-term effects of the sessions 
have been investigated by us as a 
member of the SeriousFun Children’s 
Network Camp Association. Survey 
completed before and after the camps 
are conducted in cooperation with Yale 
University. According to the feedback 
of parents who took part in the surveys, 
it was not only their children’s attitude 
towards their illness that had changed, 
but they made progress in other areas 
of their life, too. We are proud to say 
that together we really change lives!

APPRECIATION
Our camps are made possible through the generous 
support of our volunteers and donors - thank you.



Milestones 2017
Our real success cannot be measured by numbers

15
SESSIONS

CAMPERS

CAMPERS

CAMPERS

SUMMER CAMPS 6 414
FAMILY CAMPS 4 291
BEREAVEMENT CAMPS3 135

215 
BROTHERS 

AND SISTERS

498 
PARENTS 

AND RELATIVES1,035
CAMP 

VOLUNTEERS 

936 
ILL 

CHILDREN

984
CAMPERS

426
OFFICE AND
CORPORATE

VOLUNTEERS

50 GO! PROGRAMME50 665 PARTICIPANTS 665
PARTICIPANTS

PROGRAMMES OUTSIDE 
THE CAMPS (e.g. hospitals)

1,649
   PARTICIPANTS

14,904
     water bottle  
     refills

630
meters of string
for camp bracelets

9,957 
kilometres 
of charity runs

36,513 
 training hours

8 9

462 
fish caught 
(and released) 

2,420
blood glucose 
test strip

8,710
 camp photos

countless lifelong friendships,
thousands of smiles a day,

millions of unforgettable moments…
All of this, free of any charge.

+ 0HUF

Medical background

46
Nurses

23
Doctors

20

Dietitians

7

Conductors

  7
ILLNESSES

Oncology Inflammatory bowel 
diseases (IBD)

Diabetes

Juvenile idiopathic
arthritis (JIA)

Serious spinal diseases*

Muscular dystrophy*

Haemophilia

57%

15%

14%

6%

2%
1%

4%

96
MEDICAL STAFF

60 
HOSPITALS 

2
2

9

47

45,500
calories burned at 
morning exercises

*Only at our programmes outside the camps

SIBLINGS CAMPS2 144 CAMPERS



LOGICHALLENGE
/TEAM BUILDING
We implemented new programmes 
for the children. Logichallange is an 
“escape room” where the campers’ 
logical thinking and cooperation skills 
are put to the test. Teambuilding is 
a 90 minute game filled program 
where the whole camp work and 
have fun together.

NEW
VOLUNTEER ROLES
We have introduced new volunteer 
roles at camp. Our special cottage 
cimboras are qualified professionals, 
who can handle behavioural challenges 
and difficult situations that may arise 
between kids at camp. From this year 
on, they are permanent members of 
the camp crew. Just like our office 
volunteers who perform administrative 
duties connected to the programmes.

Events
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SPRING
FAMILY DAY
Each year, there is a day when
our campers can bring their family
members to visit our campsite in 
Hatvan and share where they had 
their memorable experiences. 
A thousand words are not enough 
to describe Bátor Tábor. 
In 2017, 749 guests participated in 
our Spring Family Day.

OUR MEDICAL BACKGROUND
As always again, the camp’s invisible medical background was ensured 
by doctors, specialised nurses, dieticians, and physiotherapists. Their 
competence and hard work is absolutely essential to our success. 

BUILDING A BEAUTIFUL CAMPSITE
We have further improved our campsite. Thanks to the SeriousFun
Children’s Network, we could establish a new irrigation system,
as well as upgrade the heating system in the dining room.

AT CAMP

2017

SIBLINGS CAMP
144 children participated in our 
Siblings Camp that serves children 
with cancer or diabetes and includes 
their healthy brothers and sisters.

“When we were playing together 
outside looking at the lake, my 
brother let me rest my head on his 
shoulder, it was like home excecpt he 
never let me do that at home. I said to 
him, thank you, Brother, this was the 
best day of my life.” Sibling Camper

FAMILY CAMP
74 families, 291 campers took 
part in our Family Camps.

“My son realized he is not alone with 
his illness. As for me, with the help 
of the other parents, I overcame 
many of my fears and I got answers 
to many of my questions.” - Family 
Camp mother

BEREAVEMENT CAMP
The 5th Bereavement Camp was
launched. Families that have lost 
a child due to a serious illness return
to our camps three times in one 
calendar year. 21 families began 
a common journey, in which we 
helped with grief counseling, in 
addition to, therapeutic recreation 
to aid in the process of grieving. 

“Bereavement Camp accompanied 
us the whole year, helped us heal and 
find each other and ourselves again.” 
Bereavement Camp

SUMMER CAMP
414 campers in 6 Summer Sessions 
experienced the healing of therapeutic 
recreation

“Bátor Tábor is the most wonderful
place in the world, where you can leave 
behind all your fearsand live a normal 
life again. Just like before your 
illness.” – one of our campers

GO! PROGRAMME 
Since 2015 our GO! Programme 
has been taking the healing power 
of play and therapeutic recreation 
to children confined to hospital 
beds. Our well-prepared volunteers 
regularly visit the Semmelweis 
University 1st Pediatric Clinic 
and St László Hospital, Stem Cell 
Transplantation Unit. Together 
with Vertebra Foundation, Gyógyító 
Jószándék Foundation, 
and Eurakvilo Foundation we organise 
full and half-day programmes filled 
with experiences for children in 
the treatment for cancer, muscle 
dystrophy, and severe scoliosis. 
Due to the success of the 
programme  Warsaw hospitals 
and a hospital in Bratislava also 
began to participate in GO!

“... you are much better
than wifi!” – GO!

NEW HORSES IN CAMP
Chilli and Aquarelle have arrived to camp
– they quickly became friends with the
other horses and comfortable in their 
new home. 
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MULTI ART
1% CAMPAIGN
Nine Hungarian artists drew
attention – with their works – to
the importance of offering 1% of
personal income taxes. Poems were 
composed by János Lackfi and 
Orsolya Karafiáth, an impromptu 
video was made by the Grund 
Theatre, a song was written by the 
band Lóci játszik, a picture was 
made by Péter Weiler, a caricature by 
Marabu, and a magic trick presented 
by Soma Hajnóczy.

FÉLEK-ÉLEK
1% CAMPAIGN
Our Félek-Élek [Fearless Living]
1% campaign was awarded two silver
and one bronze Penge Awards, as well 
as one silver EFFIE Award. In total,
we received 113 million HUF worth of
1% offerings from nearly 
24 000 tax payers. Thank you!

GOLF
On a sunny September day, 86 golf
players participated in our charity
Golf event. They raised more than
70 million HUF for the foundation.
 

LONDON GALA
Celebrities, Dame Maggie Smith and 
David Gray, attended the SeriousFun 
London Charity Gala.  They joined in 
honouring guest, Peter Hegedűs, who 
participated in three Bator Tabor
camp sessions as a seriously ill child.
All 600 guests rose to give Peter 
a standing ovation after hearing his 
moving story.

BÁTOR AMBASSADOR
Anyone can become a Bátor Ambassador by organizing charity and fundraising 
events on behalf of Bátor Tábor. Café Lölli (Cegléd), Hekk (Keszthely), and 
Airsoft Eger raised funds for the camp throughout the whole year. Similar 
initiatives were undertaken by the Bertold Frizura és Szépségszalon (Hatvan), 
Tire_Trophy, Pozsonyi Piknik, Rajzmánia, NoComment Hipphopp, Tavaszi 
Horgászshow, Buddha Bar, the ITL Group, Segítsüti, the Concours d’Elegance, 
the Budapest Business Party, the 1000 Ütés Napja (Hatvan), eDigital, Eisberg, 
Aldi, the accountancy office Berger, szállásvadász.hu, the programme RunAddict 
of NN, and Kieselbach Gallery. Funds were also raised for the camp at a Sun 
Salutation Yoga Flashmob, mandala market in Sopron and at an in-home 
event featuring a speaker on North Korea. Tamás Vincze wrote a book about 
his cancer journey and is donating the revenues from the sale of his book. Four 
restaurants (Apacuka, Big Fish, Costes Downtown and Jamie’s) have joined 
our Eat, Pay, Love campaign. They donated 10% of their revenue to us on 
Thanksgiving Day. AUCTION

The highlight of this year’s charity contemporary art auction were the strories 
three families shared about what illness has stolen from their lives and
how Bátor Tábor managed to give life back to them. In October, at our Warsaw, 
Poland, art auction, in addition to the works of art, all 150 guests were awed by 
three Polish campers of ours. Combined, the two art auction events, sold 
153 contemporary art pieces and raised an amazing 128 million HUF 
in support of Bator Tabor..

CHARITY SPORT TEAM
Élménykülönítmény, the first Hungarian charity sports 
community, was launched 7 years ago. By November, the funds 
raised by our athletes were more than 150 million HUF. In 2017, 
the group’s purple T-shirt was taken to the North Pole, around 
Tisza-tó and Lake Balaton, as well as, to Vienna, Berlin, and the 
green mountains of Gerecse. In the spring, at the 32nd Telekom 
Vivicitta, we cheered on 60 brave runners, who raised nearly 
3 million HUF. 29 enthusiastic swimmers entered the Balaton 
Cross Swimming competition, and the result was 3,665,642 HUF 
for charity. Autumn was exciting: the 32nd SPAR Marathon was 
record breaking – our 300 runners raised 14 million HUF 
for Bátor Tábor.

CAMPSITE
In 2017, our campsite hosted 
company workshops, family days 
and team buildings. Employees 
of 20 companies trained and 
reenergized themselves in the 
special atmosphere of Bátor 
Tábor: Scitec Nutrition, Adecco, 
Forbes, MVM, Beneford, Provident, 
HP Inc Hungary Ltd, Skull Kft., 
Union, Strabag PFS, CIB Bank, HR 
Partners, Georgiatech University, 
Europrax, Morgan Stanley, 
Hungaropharma, MagNet Bank, 
Nemzeti Útdíjfizetési Szolgáltatási 
Zrt., Hospital Albert Schweitzer, 
and Unilever. For many years, 
GlaxoSmithKline has been
one of the most prominent 
corporate supporters of Bátor Tábor 
and SeriousFun Children’s Network.
This year, our campsite 
accommodated the European 
Camps’ and GSK’s annual reunion.

Win4Youth
Through the generous, year-
long international fundraising 
campaign of Adecco, 14 million 
HUF were raised for Bátor 
Tábor by enthusiastic Adecco 
employees. In May, we collected 
kilometres together at a cycling 
event around Lake Velence.

HUNGAROGÁLA
Hungaropharma Zrt, together 
with its partners, raised more than
15 million HUF (in the course of 
one evening) for charity at their
annual year-end partner event. 
Instead of giving expensive
gifts to clients, the pharmaceutical
company invited 200 of its
most important clients to bid on
contemporary works of art in charity 
auction format. The proceeds 
of the auction were matched by 
the company, and offered to our 
Foundation.

BEYOND CAMP



CAMP VOLUNTEERS
They are the ones who provide for the physical 
and mental well-being of children in our camps. 
On average a volunteer takes part in 3 sessions, 
however, there are some who have been visiting 
our camps each year for 10 years. Often, 
volunteers feel a positive, personal change due 
to their camp experience.

1,035 camp volunteers
90,250 hours worked

ONE-DAY VOLUNTEERS
These individuals cannot commit to
a full session, but are ready to help for 
several hours or a few days in our office or 
at our events. There are others who support 
us by providing professional or technical 
assistance, such as translation or graphic 
design.

460 one-day and company volunteers 
2,390 hours worked

CHARITY ATHLETES
Athletes take part in athletic contests wearing the 
colours of Bátor Tábor and fund-raise on our behalf. 
27 members of BENEFITness - our lifestyle 
changing program

460 athletes of ‘Élménykülönítmény’
27 members of BENEFITness - our lifestyle 
changing program
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“For me, Bátor Tábor is hope. Hope, for our campers to grow up healthy. Hope, that
there is still selflessness on Earth. Hope, that there are still good people in this world,

trying to help others. Hope, that there is a foundation in the 21st century that
operates in a transparent and exemplary way. Hope, that all this will be continued.”
– Bátor Tábor volunteer

“Running for Bátor Tábor does not

only mean reaching the finish line,

but going on a jorney as well.

For yourself. And for others.”

– Charity Athlete

Volunteering
We change lives...
of volunteers, too.

It is good to experience again and again,that the way to myself is through others. Here, I care for others, still I feel at peace with myself, more than ever. The world is beautiful, and it’s so good to be a part of it.” - Camp Volunteer



1,718,836 

THANK YOU FOR JOINING US! – 2017 PRIMARY CORPORATE DONORS

OVER 20 MILLION HUF
GlaxoSmithKline Services 
Unlimited (UK) • SeriousFun 
Children’s Network (US) 
Abercrombie & Fitch (US) 
Shire (US)

10–20 MILLION HUF
Adecco Személyzeti Közvetítő Kft. • 
Aldi Magyarország Élelmiszer Bt. • 
Hungaropharma Zrt. • 
Union Bizotsító / Wiener Städtische 
Versicherungsverein (AT) • 
Velux Alapítványok

5–10 MILLION HUF
CIB Társadalmi Felelősségvállalás 
Alapítvány • Dentons Europe CS 
LLP (UK) • International Visegrad 
Fund • MERCK Vegyi 
és Gyógyszeripari Kereskedelmi Kft. 
• MOL Magyar Olaj- és Gázipari 
Nyrt. • Unicredit Bank Hungary Zrt.  
• UPC Magyarország Kft.

3–5 MILLION HUF 
Deutsche Bank Magyarország • 
dm Kft. • Dudus Ipari Tanácsadás Bt. 
• Siemens • Strabag Property and 
Facility Services Zrt.  

1–3 MILLION HUF
• Albert Schweitzer Kórház • 
AXN Magyarország Kft • 
Bau-Komplex Építőipari, Vállalkozó 
és Ingatlanforgalmazó Kft. • 
Beneford Kft. • Berger 

Könyvelőiroda Üzletviteli 
Tanácsadó és Szolgáltató Kft. • 
BP Business Service Centre Kft. • 
C&A Foundation • CHS Hungary 
Kereskedelmi és Szolgáltató Kft. • 
Civil Zrt. • Concorde Értékpapír 
Zrt. • Deloitte Könyvvizsgáló és 
Tanácsadó Kft. • E.ON Hungária 
Energetikai Zrt. • EUROPRAX Kft. • 
Híreső.hu Szolgáltató Kft. • 
Iron Mountain Magyarország 
Kereskedelmi és Szolgáltató Kft. • 
KPMG Hungária Kft. • MagNet 
Magyar Közösségi Bank Zrt. • 
Millward Brown Hungary Kft • 
Oriflame Hungary Kozmetika Kft. • 
Partner in Pet Food Hungária Kft. • 

OUR MAIN DONORS OF
SERVICES AND MATERIALS
• S IMMO APM Hungary Kft. • 
acb Galéria • ACG Reklám-
ügynökség • Avalon Car(e) 
Services • Barack-Virág Kft. • BSI 
Sport, -marketing, -szervező Kft. 
• Budapest Business Publishing 
Kft. • Budapest Történeti Múzeum 
Kiscelli Múzeum / Fővárosi Képtár 
• Cactus Kreatív Stúdió Kft • 
Central Digitalis Media Korlátolt 
Felelősségű Társdaság • 
Central Médiacsoport Zrt. • 
Coca-Cola HBC Magyarország 
Kft. • CoNetworking Tanácsadó és 
Szolgáltató Kft. • Edima.email Kft./
Visionline Kft. • esiberg Hungary 
Kft. • Fornetti Fagyasztott 

Pékáru-termelő és 
Kereskedelmi Kft. • Future FM 
Létesítménygazdálkodási Zrt. • 
Gravoform Kft. • Grayling Hungary 
Kft.  • HVG Press  • Imedia Kft. • 
Infosector Számítástechnikai Kft. • 
Intren Kft.  • Kantar Media Kft. • 
Kempiski Hotel Corvinus Budapest  
• Kettő Vállalkozási Tanácsadó 
és Szolgáltató Kft.  • Kieselbach 
Galéria  • Kolibri Pictures 
Tanácsadó és Szolgáltató Kft. • 
L’Oreal Magyarország Kozmetikai 
Kft. • Market Épitő Zrt.  • Natív 
Hirdetés Kft.  • Nestlé Hungária Kft. 
• Pannonia Golf & Country Club • 
Pauker Holding Kft.  • Person 
Magyarország Kommunikációs Kft.  
• Porsche Hungaria Kereskedelmi 
Kft.  • profession.hu Kft. • Rauch 
Hungária Gyümölcsfeldolgozó 
Kft.  • Ringier Axel Springer 
Magyarország Kft. • RTL Klub • 
Segítsüti Közhasznú Alapítvány  
• Sonicon Mérnöki Tervező 
és Szolgáltató Kft.  • SPAR 
Magyarország Kereskedelmi Kft. • 
Special Effects International Zrt. • 
Spectrum Brands Hungaria Kft. • 
Táblácska.hu Kft.  • Solar Markt 
Befektetési Kft. • Szállásvadász.
hu • Víziorgona 2008 Kft. • 
Woodbrook Group • Telemedia  • 
Telenor Magyarország Zrt.  • 
Tiens  • Unitrak Kereskedelmi és 
Szolgáltató Kft.  • Zimbo Perbál 
Húsipari Termelő Kft.  •

INTERNATIONAL CORPORATE 
DONORS
OVER 20 MILLION HUF
Kulczyk Holding S.A. (PL)

5–10 MILLION HUF
DÔVERA (SK)
Nadační fond AVAST (CZ)

1-5 MILLION HUF
PKN Orlen (PL) • Autostrada 
Eksploatacja (PL)

INTERNATIONAL DONORS OF 
SERVICES AND MATERIALS
OVER 20 MILLION EUR
DESA Unicum (PL) • Orbis (PL) •
Towarzystwo Zachęty Sztuk • 
Pięknych (PL) • Weil, Gotshal & 
Manges (PL, CZ) • Express (PL)

Thank you!

 

  

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

2017 on the ‘scale’ (Euro)

1% of personal 
income tax

Operational background 
and administration

Fundraising

Donations from 
foundations

Preparation and implementation
of therapeutic programmes365,669

560,132

REVENUES
381,497

1,058,242

279,097

EXPENDITURES

18%

27%

16%

22%

62%

123,720  
+

In-kind donations

24%

Donations of
private persons

and other
revenues

485,189

12 Reasons to support Bátor Tábor
We change lives together. 1000 campers enjoy momentous 
experiences at Bátor Tábor, each year.

We are transparent. We have been in stable operation 
for 15 years. Our finances are verified by Deloitte.

We are independent. Our operatioon is based solely on 
corporate and private donations. We do not accept state 
resources, nor do we apply for them.

We provide quality.  Our expertise and professionalism is
controlled by the SeriousFun Children’s Network and the
International Camping Evaluation. It ensures that your
donation will be used in the best way.

Our supporters are satisfied. Thousands of private donors 
and hundreds of companies have experienced how their 
support has value - by helping us to build new buildings... 
and new beginnings.

It is a social investment. Each year, almost one thousand 
campers, one thousand volunteers and the participants 
of our hospital programmes are spreading the philosophy 
of philanthropy. In this way, your support becomes 
a real social investment which creates value outside 
the walls of Bátor Tábor.

It has measurable effect. Campers develop a better attitude 
about their illness and recovery, a more positive self-image 
and improved social skills and relationships - beneficial 
outcomes and effects of Bátor Tábor are also proven by 
international studies.

We are multifaceted. There are 20 different ways to 
support us. This is how the stability and sustainability 
of Bátor Tábor is ensured.

We are international. Bátor Tábor was founded by 
9 enthusiastic, young, Hungarian individuals. It makes them 
incredibly proud that their initiation has now crossed our 
borders. As a Central European centre our camp welcomes 
children from abroad, and our operation is irganised according 
to international standards.

It is worth supporting. As a non-profit, we can issue a tax 
certificate for all companies registered in Hungary, which 
enables them to deduct 120% of their donations from 
their taxes.

We are growing. In 2001, we had 70 campers, and until 
today 8,000 campers and almost 3,000 volunteers 
experienced Bátor Tábor.

16
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5

+1

6

7

8

9

10

11

“For me, 
Bátor Tábor is like 
freedom, it means 
overcoming our 
limits.” – camper

2,045,095

31%

Corporate donations
634,105

117,259  +
In-kind expenditures

Without foreign exchange gains and losses    EUR/HUF 309,57

We are grateful for all of our 
corporate and individual donors, 
especially to our repeat donors. 
We are also grateful to those 
offering 1% of their taxes, to 
all participants of our charity 
events, runners and volunteers 
of our ‘Élménykülönítmény’ and 
BENEFITness programmes, to those 
who fill their cars via MOL-Bátor 
Tábor Cards, to the members of 
Telenor - Bátor Tábor mobile fleet, 
and to all those who have contributed 
to our success through any donation - 
time, tools, knowledge or monetary.
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“Bátor Tábor is a new galaxy. As you step through
the gate, it pulls you in from the real world as a black 
hole and it takes you to a completely new place,
where everyone is amazing.” – 2017 camper
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